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§1. Introduction
In the previous note [4], the structures of the K- and XO-rings of the
n
2n+1
standard lens space L (4z) = S /ZA are investigated, by considering the canonical complex line bundle and the non-trivial real line bundle over 1/(4).
In this note, we shall study the (2rc + l)-dimensional standard lens space
mod pr:
L"(pr)( = Ln(pr; 1, . , l)) = S2*+1/Z,r,
for prime />, by the similar methods to those which were used to determine
the K- and KO-rings of Ln(p) due to T. Kambe [3].
Let 7) be the canonical complex line bundle over Ln(pr), and
σ=τ]-l e K(Ln(Pr)) and σ = rσ e KO(Ln(pr))
be the stable class of -η and the real restriction of σ. Then we have
THEOREM 1.1. (i) Let p be a prime and K>1. Then, the order of the
element σk of K(Ln(pr)) is equal topr+\ h = [_(n-k)/(p-l)J, for l<Lk<^n; and

(ii) Let p be an odd prime and K>1. Then, the order of the element σk
of KO(Ln(pr)) is equal to pr+h', h' = t(n-2k)/(p-l)J,
for l<>k<£n/23; and
ffi>/2:)+i=o.

For the case r = 2, the additive structures of K(Ln(p2)) for prime p and
KO(Ln(p2)) for odd prime p are determined as follows. Let
(1.2)

n-pi + l = ai(pi+1-pi)

+ bi

(0^>K/+1-/)
n

2

and consider the following elements of K(L (p )):

(1.3)

<r(l, * ) = J

(if

a(l)(j

k

b^kKb^p-1

(otherwise),

or

for ί = 0, 1,
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for 0<;&<; min (p2—p — l, n—p).
THEOREM

1.4.

Then we have the following

Let p be a prime.

K(Ln(p2))=\

Then

Σ Ztk, m= min (p2 — 1, n) (direct sum),

where Zt indicates a cyclic group of order t and
[ P2~i+ai (ifp'^kKp'
+ bi (ί = 0, 1))
tk = \
I pι~i+at (ifpt + bi^k<pi+1
(i = 0, 1)).

(1.5)

Also, the k-th direct summand Ztk is generated by the element
σ*(if

l^k<p),

(ifP^k<p2).l)

σ(l, k-p)

Moreover, the ring structure of K(Ln(p2)) is given by

Let p = 2q + l be an odd prime, and consider the following elements of
KO(L*(p2)):

(1.6)

(if [ > i / 2 ] ^

σ(l,k)=
{ σ(l)σk

(otherwise),

for 0<Lk<; min (pq — 1, [_n/2~}~q — 1).
THEOREM

1.7.

Let p = 2q +1 δe cm odd prime.
Σ ZSk

Then

(if n^O mod 4)

m'

Σ ZSk®Z2

(if n=0 mod 4),

where m' = mm (q(pJt-l), \jι/2~J) and sk = t2k (the number given by (1.5)). Also,
the k-th summand ZSk is generated by the element

x)

We notice that these generators are slightly different from those in [4, Th. A] for p = 2.

n

2
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Moreover, the ring structure of KO(Ln(p2)) is given by

In §2, we prepare some known results of K(Ln(m))

for any m anc

n

KO(L (m)) for odd m. Th. 1.1 is proved in §3 by studying some relations or
<Jk(\<=k<^n) by means of the two relations:
(l + <r)*r = l and σn+1 = 0.
Also we have a non-immersion (-embedding) theorem for Ln(pr) as a corollary
(Cor. 3.6), by the methods of M. F. Atiyah [2].
In §4, we study some relations on σ(l)ισk and prove Th. 1.4.
The proofs
are based only on the above two relations and the known facts that K(Ln(m)]
contains exactly mn elements. 23 Th. 1.7 is proved in §5, by making use oJ
the 2τι-skeleton L%(m) of the standard cell complex Ln(m), and the complexifica
tion
c:
which is a monomorphism for odd m
§2. Some results on K(Ln(m)) and KO(Ln(m))
The standard lens space mod m is defined to be the orbit space:
Ln{m)^S2n+1/Zm
2n+1

where the operation on S
r(7a

7i

n>1,

of Zm generated by γ is given by

7 Λ — (p27tijm7κ

p2πiJmr,

p2πiίm

r

\

As is well known, Ln(m) has a cell structure given by

and let Ll(m) be the 2n-skeleton of this C JF-complex:

then
2)

According to N. Mahammed [5], it is announced that K(Ln(m)) = Z[rj] /<(rj-l)n+1,
for any m.

τjm-l>
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(2.1)

L»0(m)/L%-Km) =

S2n-1\Je2n
m

where the attaching map m: s^-^-^S2"'1 means the map of degree m.
The following lemmas are proved by the same way as [β, §§2-3].
LEMMA

2.2.

K(S2n-ι\Je2n)^Zm,

(i)

and K±1(S2n~1\Je2n)

= 0. Also, the induced

homomorphism

is an epimorphism,

where π: S2n~1\Je2n->S2n

is the projection collapsing S2n~λ

m

to a point.
(ii)

/ / m is an odd number, then
KO(S2n-ι\Je2n)^Zm

(for even n),

= 0 (for odd n);

m

and the other results of (i) hold for KO instead of K.
PROOF,

(i)

In the Puppe exact sequence

the boundary homomorphism δ: Ki(S2n'1)^Ki+1(S2n)^Ki(S2n~1)
tfi!, and mι(x) = mx. Therefore, we have (i) since K(Sι)^Z

is equal to
(for even ί) and

= 0 (for odd ί). Similarly we have (ii) using the exact sequence for KO, since
ι

(for N O , 4 mod 8), ^ Z 2 (for i = l,2 mod 8) and = 0 (otherwise).
q.e.d.

)^Z

LEMMA

2.3. (i)

The following sequence is exact:

and K(L%(m)) contains exactly τnn elements.
(ii)

Also K±1(L%(m)) = 0.

If m is odd, then K0(L%(m)) contains

exactly mLnm

elements,

and

PROOF. Considering the Puppe exact sequence of (2.1), we can prove inductively the desired results by the above lemma.
q.e.d.
LEMMA

(i)
(ii)

2.4.

Let i: LnQ(m)-^Ln(πι) be the inclusion.
ίι:

Then

K(Ln(m))^K(L"Q(m)).

/ / m is odd, then we have the following split exact sequence:

n

2
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2n +

This lemma follows immediately from the above lemma and the
Puppe exact sequence of Ln(m)/L%(m) = S2n+ι.
q.e.d.
PROOF.

We shall identify the rings of (i) of the above by i ! , and denote the
element of K(Ln(m)) and its V- -image by the same letter.
Let CPn = S2n+ι/Sι be the rc-dimensional complex protective space, and
π: L\m)->CPn and π: Ln0(m)-+CPn
be the natural projection and its restriction. Then, it is clear that the map
7r: (£5(m), Ln0-1(m))-^(CPn, CPn~ι) induces the projection
=S

2n

of Lemma 2.2.
LEMMA 2.5. We have the following commutative diagram of the Puppe
exact sequences:

0—>K(S2n)—>K(CPn)

—> K(CPn-λ) —> 0

where all of π! are epimorphic.
The upper sequence is the Puppe sequence of CPn/CPn"1 = S2n
(cf. [1, Th. 7.2]). Since πι in the left is epimorphic by Lemma 2.2 (i), we see
inductively that πι in the middle is also epimorphic.
q.e.d.
PROOF.

Let Ύ] be the canonical complex line bundle over CPn, and denote also by
7/ the canonical complex line bundle πιη over Ln(m) or L%(m), and by
σ = η-l

6 K(Ln(m)) = K(Ln0(m))

the stable class of η. Then
PROPOSITION
n

actly m elements.

2.6.

The ring K(Ln(m)) is generated by 6 and contains exFurthermore

(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)

σn+1 = 0.
The order of the element <5n is equal to m.
m

(2.7) follows from the fact that the first Chern class ci(τj ) is
equal to mcι(τj) = 0 in
H2(Ln(m))^Zm.
PROOF.
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The ring K(CPn) is generated by rj-1 and ( ^ - l ) w + 1 = 0? and also the
element (η — l)n generates the subgroup of K(CPn) which is the image of
K(S2n)~z
in the diagram of Lemma 2.5, (cf. [1, Th. 7.2]). Therefore we
have the desired results by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4 (i).
q.e.d.
Consider the complexifίcation c: KO(X)-+K(X) and the real restriction
r: K(X)^KO(X)

σ=rσ e K0(Ln(m)) or KO(L%(m)).

(2.10)
PROPOSITION

(i)

(cf. [1]), and the element

2.11. Let m be an odd number.

Then

c: KO(L"Q(m))^K(L"0(m)) = K(Ln(m))

is a monomorphism. Also, the ring K0(L%(m)) is generated by σ and contains
exactly mίn'21 elements, and it holds d ° / 2 : + 1 = 0.
(ii)

^
f KO(Ln0(m))
(for m ^ 0 mod 4)
n
K0(L (m))^\
_
( KO(Lt(m)) © Z2 (for m ^ 0 mod 4),

and the subrίng of K0(Ln(m)) generated by σ is isomorphic to K0(L%(m)).
(iii) The following equality holds:
(2.12)

cσ=σ2/(l+σ)=σ2-σ3

+ σ'---- .

(i) It is well-known that re = 2, and so this is isomorphic for
K0(L%(m)) by Lemma 2.3 (ii). Therefore c is monomorphic and r is epimorphic. We see σίnl2']+1 = 0 by (iii) and (2.8). In the commutative diagram
PROOF,

7Γ! on the left side is epimorphic by Lemma 2.5, and hence πι on the right is
also so. Therefore we see the desired results because the ring KO(CPn) is
generated by r ( ^ - l ) [6, Th. (3.9)].
(ii) 6 is of odd order by the above proposition, and so is 6 e K0(Ln(m)).
Therefore (ii) follows from (i) and Lemma 2.4 (ii).
(iii) This equality is well known since σ + l = τj is a complex line bundle
(cf. [3, Lemma (3.5), ii)]).
q.e.d.
§3.

Proof of Theorem 1.1

Henceforth, we consider the case m=pr where p is a prime and r^>l.

n

2
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Let B e K(Ln(pr)) be the element such that

then we have
PROPOSITION

3.1. In K(Ln(pr)),

pr-2+k(PBσk

(3.2)

+ σk+p-1) = 0 for
r+h

(3.3)

p

where h = [_(n — k)/(p—I)].

for n-h(p-1)^1,
PROOF.

σh = 0 for

l^k<nl<k<n,

Furthermore,

h>0.

Multiplying βk~ι to (l + σ ) / ' r - l = 0 of (2.7), we have
prBσk+(Pr\τh+p-1+

(*)

\P /

(P')σi+k-ι=0.

Σ
i=ρ+i \

ι

/

Since the constant term of B is 1, this equality and σn+1 = 0 of (2.8) imply
(3.3) for k = n, n — ly, n—p + 2, i.e., for h = 0.
Assume (3.3) inductively for h<h0, and consider the case h=h0. In the
equality (*)x/?Λ~1,

r 1+Λ

r

because (P ^Λ

= 1 mod/? andjσ "

Also, if i=jps>p

+

1

(T* ^" = 0 by the inductive assumptions.

and (j,p) = l, then

and so'ph~ι(P. jσk+i~1 = O for i > p by the inductive assumptions.

Therefore,

we have (3.2) for h=h0, and so (3.3) for h=h0 multiplying p to (3.2).
we have (3.2-3).
Consider (3.2) for k = n—h (p—1), then we have

Thus

and so (3.4), since the constant term of B is equal to 1 and y - i + V Λ ( / > - 1 ) + ί = 0
for ϊ > 0 b y (3.3).
q.e.d.
REMARK.

By the above proofs, we see that the above proposition follows
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from (2.7) for m=pr and
r k

(3.5)

p

- σH+k = 0

for

0<k^r,

instead of (2.8).
Now, we are ready to prove Th. 1.1.
1.1. (i) The order of σk is a power of p by Prop. 2.6
for m=p\ andp σ = 0 by (3.3). Assume pr~1+hσk = 0 for some k<*n. Then
and hence pr-ισn = 0by (3.4). This
pr-i+han-h(p-i) = Q s i n c e
n-h(p-X)^k9
r
contradicts to (2.9) for m=p .
(ii) Since the complexification c is a ring homomorphism, we have
PROOF OF THEOREM
r+h

k

c(σk)=σ2k/(l

+ σ)k

by (2.12), and so the desired results by (i) and Prop. 2.11.

q.e.d.

3.6. For an odd prime p and Λ > 1 , the lens space Ln(pr)
cannot be immersed in the Euclidean space R2n+2L(n>Pr)y and cannot be embedded in R2^2L(n,Pr)+i^ w h e r e
COROLLARY

mod
By the methods of M. F. Atiyah [2Γ\ using the r-operation of
the stable tangent bundle, we have the desired results by taking
PROOF.

L(n,pr) =
(cf. [4, Prop. 7.6]).

This number is equal to the above one by (ii) of Th. 1.1.
q.e.d.
§4. Proof of Theorem 1.4

Now, consider the following elements of K(Ln(pr))
(4.1)
where

Then we have the following lemmas in K(Ln(pr)).
LEMMA

4.2. Let h = \\n — k)/(p — 1)]], then

if n^>p and r^>2:

n

2
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(4.3)

P

~2+h(pΛσk

(4.4)

for Odd Prime p

+ σk+p-1)=pr-2+hσ(l)σk-1

r-2 + hσk + p-l

p

=

-pr-l
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= 0,

+ hAύk^

for l<^k<^n—p+l; and
(4.5)

PROOF.

r-i+*σ*= -pr-i+h+pσk-pu-i)

for

p

Since - ^ - Λ p ' - j Λ ^ — Λ ? ~ jΛ

m o

d

p(p-l)<k^n.

p

(4.3-4) by Prop. 3.1 and the definitions of B and A.

for l < ; ; < p 5 we have
By (4.4),

It is easy to see that the constant term of the integral polynomial Ap of σ is
equal to 1 and the coefficient of σ* is a multiple of p for l<Lί<p — l. Therefore,
we have (4.5) using (3.3).
q.e.d.
LEMMA 4.6.

Let

h = L(n +P — 1 — &)//G, ί β.j n<Lph + k<;Π +p — 1,
then we have
pr-1'tσ(l)^+tσk
PROOF.

for 0 < Z ^ r - l .

=0

In fact, the left hand side is equal to

Σ
i=Q

and each term of this summation is 0 by (3.3), since [_(n —
+ ί by the definition of lh.

q.e.d.

By this lemma and the equality
1

(4.7)

((l + ( T ( l ) r - - l ) σ * = 0,

which follows from (2.7) for m—pr and (4.1), we have the following
PROPOSITION

(4.9)
for

4.8.

In K(Ln(pr)),

/-1+^(l)'

Z^l, k^>0
(4.10)

Let r>2 and n^>p.

andj<r.
r-J

p

for lk—jXp — l)^l and y>0, where lk is the number defined in the above
lemma.
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We notice t h a t ; of (4.9) is equal to [(/* — ΐ)/(p — 1)H Then, we
can prove (4.9-10) using the above lemma and (4.7), by the same methods to
r
prove (3.3-4) using (3.5) and (2.7) for m=p , (cf. Remark after Prop. 3.1).
q.e.d.
PROOF.

LEMMA

4.11. / / n<pl + k<,n+p — l, then

;>0.

for I -jXP-1)^1,

By the definition of lk in Lemma 4.6 and the assumption, we
Therefore,

PROOF.

have l = h

r-*+Jσ(iy-HP-»σ* = (_ iγy-V(l)V

(by (4.10))

p

1
= ( - l ) y Σ C^A'p'-t+'σWσ*
**-*-**-1)
ι

,=o \

(by (4.1))

/

= (-iyPr-2σ(l)σi"+k-p
1

+

= (-l)y- ^ίσ*' *-*

(by (4.3) and the assumption)
+1

(by the assumption and (2.8))
(by

r-H-iPA<TPH-i-P+l-JKP-l)

=p

=

(by (4.4)).

_pr-2+jpσpι+h-jM-i)

q.e.d.

By the same proofs, we have the following equality for / = 0 :

REMARK.
r 2
P

(45))

- σ(X)'σ*=pr-1Aσ*l+i-*+1,

if

n<Pl+k^n+P-l,l^l.

According to this lemma, we consider the following elements of (1.3):
((T(l)fft+/'(ί-1)ίrf+J
σ(l, k)=

ffCl^+y

(if

i^x*-1^***

{σ(l)σk

(if

p

(otherwise),

for O^A:^ min (p2—p—l, n—p), where

LEMMA

4.12. tp+kσ(l, k) = 0 in K{Ln(pr))(r>2, n^>p), where
t

pr

+k=

+ l + l<pk)lp(pl)3

ί pr-1+a> for 0<k<bl

I

is the number of (1.5) if r=2.
PROOF.

For the case bχ^kKbχ+p — 1 or k<bχ—p2 + 2p — l, it holds

n

2
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n <p+jp(p — 1) + k<,n +p — 1,
where j = [(n—p — k)/p(p — l)~] + l = aι or oi + l, and/>0 since k^n—pKb! if
αi = 0. Thus we have the desired equality by the above lemma.
For the other cases, we have [_(n—p — k)/p(p — l)~] = [_(n — l — k)/p(p — l)~]i
and so the desired equality by (4.9).
q. e. d.
Now, we are ready to prove Th. 1.4 which gives the additive structure of
K(L (p2))
n

1.4. K(Ln(p2)) is generated additively by the elements σ , l<Lk<;mm(p — 1, n)9 and the order of σk is a power of p, by Prop.
2.6 for m=p2. On the other hand, the integral polynomial σ(l, k—p) on σ is
PROOF OF THEOREM
k

Σ
i=k-p+l

2

oίiβ1 with ak = l or 1 + D ; ( / ) 1 ) , / = «! or αi + 1, and />0 (cf. the proofs of

the above lemma). Therefore, we see that K(Ln(p2)) is generated additively
by the first n elements of
(*)

σ, . , σ*-\ σ(l, 0),..., σ ( l , / - P - l ) .

Hence, the number of the elements of K(Ln(p2))(n^>p2 — 1) is not larger than
/ 2 + a0y0/

l + ao\p-l-bo/l

+

a1y1/a1y(p-l)-b1=:2n

by (3.3) and the above lemma for r = 2, and is equal to p2n by Prop. 2.6. Thus
the theorem is proved for n^p2 — 1.
Similarly, we have the theorem for the case n <p2 — 1 considering the
first n elements of (*), since

(p2+β0y0=p2H

i f

n < p

_i

q.e.d.

m

In connection to Th. 1.1 (i) and (4.9), we have
4.13.
t(n+p-l-pl-k)/p(p-l)J,
PROPOSITION

The order of σ(l)ισk of K(Ln(p2)) is equal to P1+J\ j =
for Z:>1, A ^O, pl + k<n+p; and σ(l)ισk = 0 if

Assume pJ'σ(ϊ)ισk = 0 for some I and k. Since kf = n+p — 1 —
— l)—pl^>k, we havepiσ(l)ισk/ = 0. On the other hand,
PROOF.

pJσQ.yσk'= -Pjpβpι+k'
by Lemma 4.11 for r = 2, and the order of ύpuk'
which is a contradiction. If / = 0,

σ(X)'σk' =pAσ pι+k'-p+1

=

if > 0
is equal to pip+ι

by Th. 1.1 (i),
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by Remark after Lemma 4.11 and Th. 1.1 (i) for r = 2, which is a contradiction. Therefore, we have the desired results using (4.9) for r = 2.
q.e.d.
Concerning with Ln(pr)(r^>3), the above proofs based on Prop. 2.6, (3.3)
and Lemma 4.12 are efficient for the special case n<p2, and we have
THEOREM

4.14.

Let p be a prime, r^>3 and l<,n<p2.
K(Ln(pr))^

Σ Ztk
k

(direct sum)

l

where tk=pr~1 ifp<zk<Ξ,n, =y+cc-*)/(/>-iΓJ if i<:k<p.
Zt]c is generated by
ak (if l<>k<p)9

Then

σ(l, k-p) (if

Also the k-th

p<:k<:n),

where σ(l, k—p) is the element of (1.3), i.e.,

σ(l,k-P)

={
I σ(ΐ)σk-p
§5.

Proof of Theorem 1.7

Now, \etp — 2q-\-l be an odd prime.
Using the element σ = rσ of (2.10), we define the element

r

r

of KO(L"(p )) or KO(L«0(p )).
LEMMA

PROOF.

5.2.

For the complexίfication c,

By (2.12),

(q

ψίψ
Ψ

P

jψ

y-2

)\2i-l

summand

n

2
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V=

using the lemma due to T. Kambe [β, Lemma (3.7)].
n

LEMMA 5.3.

2

n

q.e.d.

2

In KO{L 0(P )) and KO(L (p )), it holds

PROOF. We can show that the c-image of the left hand side minus the
2
β( +1)+1
right hand side is equal to ((1 + σ)* —l)σ/(l + σ) *
similarly as the proofs
of the above lemma. Thus we have the lemma by (2.7) and Prop. 2.11 for
m=p2.
q.e.d.

1.7. By Prop. 2.11 and the above lemma, KO(L%(p2))
is generated additively by the elements σk, l<=k<, min (q(p+ϊ)9 [71/2]), and
the order of σ* is a power of p. On the other hand σ(l9 k — q — ΐ) of (1.6) is
Σ &$* with βk = l+pj(p~1\ j = ai or αi + 1, and ; > 0 by definition. Therefore,
PROOF OF THEOREM

i = k-q

KO(L%(p2)) is generated additively by the first \jι/2Γ\ elements of

Now, we see that

by (2.12), Lemma 5.2, (1.5) and (1.3), and hence the order of σ(l, U) is
1+
P

*> (if 0^A;<[ό1/2]),

°* (if

ib^^JzKpq),

p

by Th. 1.4 and Prop. 2.11 (i). Also, the order of σk is equal to
),

p1 + °° (if tbo

by Th. 1.1 (ii). Therefore, the theorem follows from these facts, Prop. 2.11
and
/

2 + ύr o \[δ o /2:/

l+α o \^-C6 o /2:/

+ fl0\[i0/2]/ l + α o \?-[δ o /2]/

if q^Ln/2Ί<q(p
Lemma 5.3.

l + αΛCδi/2]/

l+

α 1 \/)9-C& 1 /2:_

flΛCJj/Z]..

2[»/2:

2[«/

+ l), and (p*+*o)t.hi2i=p2inm if [^/2]<^ 5 together with
q.e.d.

The following result follows immediately from Prop. 2.11, Lemma 5.2
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and Prop. 4.13.
ι

k

n

2

5.4. For an odd prime p, the element σ(l) σ of KO(L (p ))
n
2
1+J
2
or KO(L 0(p )) is of orderP \ j^i(n+p-l-(pl
+ l-h2k))/(p -p)J, for Z;>1,
ι k
; and σ(l) σ = 0 if pl + l + 2k>n+p.
PROPOSITION

n

r

2

We notice that the above proofs are valid for L (p )(r7>3) with n<p
according to Th. 4.14, and we have
THEOREM

2

5.5. Letp be an odd prime, p = 2q + l, r^>3 and l<Ln </> . Then
O/2]

Σ ZSk
Lί

{if n^O mod 4)

Θ Z2

ffsk

(if n^O mod 4),

r 11
where sk=p
=pr~
~ if
i q<k<,[_n/2J and

Also, the k-th summand ZS]c is generated by
σk (ifl^k^q),

σ(l, k-q-1)

(i

where
[ σ(ΐ)σh-q-1+pp-1<rk (i
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